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Preface
In order for the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) to maintain its role as the national
organization for all CPAs, it is essential that we consistently meet and/or exceed our member/customer requirements and
expectations in quality, performance, timeliness, and in the cost of products and services we provide.
This Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01) defines the quality system based on the ISO, 9001:2000 Quality
Management Systems - Requirements. Implementation of this system ensures that we consistently meet the quality and
performance requirements of our members/customers in a timely and cost-effective manner.

As the senior management team and sponsors, we personally affirm our sponsorship and commitment to enhance AICPA
Quality Management System through implementation of ISO 9001:2000. We fully support the provisions of this Quality
Management System Manual (4.02.M01) and solicit the active partnership of Team AICPA in its implementation.

Senior Management Team

Barry Melancon, President and CEO

3/15/05

Clarence Davis, Chief Operating Officer

3/15/05

Alan Anderson, Senior Vice-President, Member & Public Interest

3/15/05

James O’Malley, Senior Vice-President, Public Affairs

3/15/05

Richard Miller, General Counsel & Secretary

3/15/05

3/15/05

Jay Rothberg, Vice-President, Office of the CEO

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team Leaders

Cecil Nazareth, Director, ISO Management Rep

3/15/05

Yolanda de Jesus, Senior Manager, ISO Project Leader

3/15/05

Note: “QM” (Quality Management) and “OP&E" (Organizational Performance and Effectiveness) are synonymous terms used interchangeably
throughout the Quality Manual and within related documentation to refer to the same team.
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Chapter 1
Purpose
The Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01) defines the policies relating to AICPA Quality Management
System based on the American National Standard, ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management Systems - Requirements. This
Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01) applies to AICPA four offices.

Scope

New York Office
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.

New Jersey Office
Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza Three, Jersey City, NJ 07311.

Washington, DC Office
1455 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20004.

Texas Office
1720 Lake Pointe Drive - Suite 117, Lewisville, TX 75057.
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Outside the Scope for 04-05 Cycle
Related Entities

•

•

Shared Services LLC—A limited liability company for managing a consolidated membership database.

CPA2Biz—Internet portal for creating a CPA channel (electronic distribution of AICPA products) and (business-tobusiness e-commerce solutions) for clients of AICPA customers and members.

(AICPA ISO scope does not extend to the related entities, i.e., CPA2Biz or Shared Services LLC.)
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AICPA Adopts a Quality Management System

ISO Strategic AICPA Decision
In 1998, the AICPA made a strategic decision to adopt ISO 9001 as its Quality Management System. The AICPA
selected ISO (International Organization for Standardization) because it is the worldwide federation of national standards
bodies (ISO member bodies) and the world’s largest developer of standards.
The Quality Management System as adopted by the AICPA has two main objectives: 1) to ensure quality and 2) to
support quality management and quality improvement within the organization. It guides the organization in the planning
and implementing of audits of the quality system and its application, including measurement and analysis. To ensure
quality, in projects, the Quality Management System is utilized by the AICPA in decision-making whenever important
milestones are reached.

Since 1998, the AICPA has received its ISO9001 certificate every year. A copy of the Certificate of Approval (Figure 1)
awarded to the AICPA in March 2004 is reprinted on page 10.
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Certification
Awarded To

Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza Three, 2nd Floor, Jersey City, New Jersey USA
1211 Avenue Of The Americas, New York City, New York USA
1455 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, District Of Columbia USA
1720 Lake Pointe Drive #117, Lewisville, Texas USA

BVQi (NA), Inc. certifies that the management system of the above organization has been
audited and found to be in accordance with the requirements of the management system
standards and scope of supply detailed below
STANDARDS

ISO 9001:2000
SCOPE OF SUPPLY.
A premier national professional organization for all certified public accountants providing members
and other customers with tools to serve the public interest through publications, technical
pronouncements, professional standards, professional development and the design, preparation and
grading of the uniform CPA examination. AICPA’s services, products, training, resources,
information and leadership enable members to provide valuable services in the highest professional
manner to benefit the public interest as well as employers, clients and members of the profession.

Original Approval Date: 30 MARCH 1998
Subject to the continued satisfactory operation of the Organization’s Management System, this
certificate will remain valid until: 30 MARCH 2007

Further clarifications regarding the scope of this certificate and the applicability of the management
system requirements may be obtained by consulting the organization.
Certificate No: 153768
Issue Date: 13 MAY 2004
For BVQi (NA), Inc.
515 West 5th Street, Jamestown, New York, USA
www.bvqina.com

ANS*RAB
QMS

Figure 1
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ISO 9001:2000 Fundamentals and Principles
This International Standard, ISO 9001:2000 consists of eight-quality management principles based on world-renowned
business management concepts and practices. Throughout the Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01), these
concepts are both explained and applied to AICPA environment. Below are the eight quality management principles:

•

Scope

•

Normative Reference

•

Terms and Definitions

•

Quality Management System

•

Management Responsibility

•

Resource Management

•

Product Realization

•

Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement

AICPA engages both internal and external parties. The AICPA uses an independent certification body that follows the
international fundamentals and principles of ISO9001:2000. ISO 9001:2000 is based on eight quality management
principles (all fundamental to good business practice). Throughout the Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)
these concepts are both explained and applied to AICPA environment.
•

Member and Customer Focus: AICPA depends on its members, and therefore it needs to shape activities around

the fulfillment and satisfaction of its customers and members.
•

Leadership: AICPA provides unity of purpose and organizational direction from the senior management team to

process leaders.
•

Involvement of People: AICPA creates an environment where its staff becomes fully involved in achieving the

organization and team objectives through a variety of internal and external initiatives.
•

Process Approach: AICPA achieves its organizational objectives through a variety of resources and process

activities, with an understanding that the outputs of one process affect the inputs to another.
•

System Approach to Management: AICPA effectiveness and efficiency of the organization depends on a
systematic approach to work activities.

•

Continual improvement: Adopting this as a part of everyday culture is a key objective for an organization.

•

Fact based decision-making: AICPA decisions are based on the logical and intuitive analysis of data and factual

information gathered for products, services and process activities.
•

Supplier relationships: AICPA manages its relationships to enhance its ability to improve products and services.

Methodology and Benefits of Implementation
The implementation of a Quality Management System enhances member/customer satisfaction and improves AICPA
awareness of our member/customer requirements. The ISO 9001:2000 standard promotes a process-approach to develop,
implement, and improve the effectiveness of AICPA. (Figure 2) illustrates the Model of a Process-Based Quality
Management System which shows that members/customers play a significant role.
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Model of a process-based quality management system
Customers

Customers

Management
Responsibility

Measurement,
Resource
management

Requirements

analysis and
improvement

Satisfaction

Product
Realization

Illustration from the American National Standard-Quality Management Systems — Requirements, American Society for Quality

igure 2
F
AICPA functions effectively because it has identified and manages numerous linked activities. The application of a
system of processes within an organization, together with the identification and interactions of these processes and their
management is defined as the process-approach. The processes identified throughout the Quality Management System
will be reviewed to ensure its effectiveness and to continually improve upon those processes. The process-approach
emphasizes:

•

Meeting member/customer requirements

•

Identifying the processes that add value to the business, are required to enable application of the Quality
Management System throughout the organization

•

Determining criteria and methods needed for ensuring the operation and control of processes are effective

•

Ensuring the availability of resources and information necessary to supporting the operation and monitoring of the
processes

•

Monitoring, measuring and analyzing the processes

•

Implementing actions necessary to achieve planned results and continually improving of the processes

An advantage of the process-approach is the ongoing control that it provides over the linkage between the individual
processes within the system of processes, as well as over their combination and interaction.

Plan-Do-Check-Act Methodology
Plan: AICPA establishes plans to effect improvement through its definition of objectives and processes necessary to
deliver products and services founded on organizational policies and member/customer requirements and satisfaction.

Planning occurs on both an organizational and team level. This ensures that all aspects of the plan reach every individual
responsible for carrying out the various operating objectives of the AICPA.
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Externally focused planning includes but is not limited to:

•

AICPA Strategic Planning Committee outlines the long-term goals (3 to 5 years)

•

AICPA Finance Committee develops and approves financial budget including allocation of resources to approved
projects

•

Membership Improvement Team Project

•

Executive Performance Measures Project

•

Member Solutions Partnership (MSP)

Internally focused planning involves but is not limited to:
•

Team plans, business plans, operating plans, creative plans, and committee plans

•

Supply Chain Metrics and interdepartmental activities

Do: Team AICPA implements both internal and external processes associated with the profession, internal operations,
employees, and customers.

Check: Team AICPA tracks, checks, monitors, and measures processes and services against policies, objectives, and
requirements for the product or service. Team AICPA is responsible for checking the quality of work through a variety
of ways, i.e., internal controls, surveys, committee meetings, and internal and external audits.
Act: Team AICPA continually takes actions to improve process performance by managing with information and
analysis. This occurs in several ways. For example, budgets are compared to actuals, variances are analyzed, and
improvements are recommended. In addition, projects are evaluated for cost, timeliness, and feasibility.
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Using Business Process Management Techniques
The AICPA is a process driven organization. It views its business processes as a portfolio of valuable assets. Business
Process Management Techniques are used to explicitly define and execute processes in a manner that represents AICPA
strategy and business drivers, creates significant benefits and emphasizes organizational collaboration. Process mapping
involves more than flowcharting. Among other things, it can manage and improve a process by illustrating measures as
well as process flows and interactions. Analyzing a process provides insight for improvement.

Business Process Management

Process
Improvement

Process
Reengineering

Organization

Process
Improvement
Methods

Strategy and Business Drivers

Figure 3
AICPA engages in a variety of process activities (Figure 3) with an objective to increase key cross-team process
documentation. Goal: (a) to identify key organizational handoffs and/or (b) to provide staff with training documentation:

■

Process: This involves process mapping, documentation, risk management, corrective & preventive activities, etc.

■

Improvement: This involves process mapping, system diagramming, cost saving activities, root cause analysis, etc.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
ISO: 9001 Process Review Internal Quality Audit Procedure (4.17.P01)

AICPA Corrective & Preventive - Internal (4.14.P01 -02)
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AICPA Link Maps
The Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team have documented AICPA end-to-end solution for specific
processes. AICPA Link Maps are a management tool to show AICPA processes at the organizational level. The Link
Maps illustrate the customer interface from inception through the back-end transaction. The following is a list of AICPA
Link Maps:

•

AICPA Overview (4.1 .P20) (Figure 4)

•

Conferences Link Map (4.1.P10)

•

CPE (Group Study, Self-Study, Info Bytes) Link Map (4.1 .P07)

•

Exams Team Process Map- Overview Link Map (4.9.P20)

•

Professional Publications & Technical Products Link Map (4.9.P01)
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AICPA Overview Link Map (4.1.P20, Revision C, 2/17/05)
AICPA Overview

4.1.P20, Revision C, 2/17/05

ISO 9001 Certified

To ensure the integrity of these documents, contact the AICPA-QM Team for the most current versions Uncontrolled copy in printed

Figure 4
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Responsibility and Authority Levels
AICPA Quality Management System is effective because of the commitment and support of its stakeholders. The
following describes the different levels of staff involvement in AICPA Quality Management System.

Sponsors
The AICPA sponsors are the senior management team who are committed to:
•

Implementing AICPA Quality Management System as defined in this Quality Management System Manual
(4.02.M01)

•

Communicating to staff the importance of meeting customer, statutory, and regulatory requirements

•

Establishing AICPA quality policy and objectives

•

Reviewing suitability and effectiveness of Quality Management System

•

Ensuring availability of resources to produce quality services and products

ISO Management Representative
The AICPA ISO management representative is appointed by senior management and is assigned the authority and
responsibility for ensuring that the requirements of ISO 9001:2000 are effectively implemented and maintained. The
management representative is committed to:
•

Meeting with senior managers and process leaders to discuss member/customer issues

•

Promoting customer/member focus and satisfaction by gathering, understanding, and meeting customer

requirements by continually improving processes and collecting customer feedback

•

Working closing with senior managers and process leaders to analyze systems, products, and processes

•

Tracking organizational performance measures (the Balanced Scorecard)

ISO Project Leader
The Project Leader is assigned the authority and responsibility to oversee the day-to-day activities related to the

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness team including those associated with the ISO program. The Project
Leader is committed to:

•

Determining documented processes needed for the Quality Management System

•

Informing organization of the progress and performance of the Quality Management System

•

Training and interacting with teams and processes impacted and or involved in the ISO program

•

Ensuring Quality Manual meets the requirements as established by the ISO 9001 standard

•

Liaison to certification bodies

Process Leaders
Team leaders and/or team designees who are committed to verifying quality have sufficient authority, training and
organizational freedom to:
•

Documenting critical business activities

•

Providing ongoing staff training

•

Overseeing assigned processes and teams

•

Identifying performance measures

AICPA Quality System Management Manual
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•

Participating in Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team activities

•

Working with ISO auditors in reviewing process controls

•

Working on process improvement initiatives

Managers in the Process Leader role may delegate the authority for implementation of the quality functions within their
functional area, but still retain the responsibility for overall execution.

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team
AICPA has established a team to implement the Quality Management System. The team is committed to:

•

Supporting senior management, process leaders, and teams in managing, maintaining, and strengthening
organizational excellence and quality as defined in the Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

This includes training, policy and procedure development, and working with teams to identify performance measures and benchmarks.

•
•

Provide training to organization on quality concepts and techniques by facilitating data gathering, analyses, and
surveying.
Managing customer/member experience as identified in the Customer Service Survey Index.

•

Serving as liaison to Team AICPA.

Team AICPA
AICPA staff that are committed to:
•

Ensuring the quality of their individual work processes

•

Adhering to the quality system policies established on both a team and organizational level

•

Following documented work processes

•

Participating in ISO audits and functions (where applicable)

•

Supporting management in meeting process performance goals

•

Understanding significance of quality policy

The AICPA organization chart is available on www.aicpa.org.
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Chapter 2
Overview of AICPA
History of the AICPA
The AICPA and its predecessors have a history dating back to 1887, when the American Association of Public
Accountants was formed. In 1916, the Institute of Public Accountants succeeded the American Association with a
membership of 1,150. The name was changed to the American Institute of Accountants in 1917 and remained so until
1957, when the name was again changed to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The American
Society of Certified Public Accountants was formed in 1921 and acted as a federation of state societies. The Society was
merged into the Institute in 1936 and at that time, the Institute agreed to restrict its future members to CPAs. In May
1997, AICPA Council approved the creation of a student membership category.
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Membership Data
The AICPA is the representative body of over 330,000 Certified Public Accountants throughout the United States. By
exercising our collective strength, and leveraging the tremendous talent of our membership, we work successfully to
address issues of concern to members, the business community, investors, and the public. According to the AICPA 20032004 Annual Report membership data (Figure 5) is reported as:

Total AICPA Membership (excluding student and other affiliates)
Public Accounting
Business & Industry
Education
Government
Retired & Miscellaneous
Membership in Public Practice
Firms with one member
Firms with 2 9 members
Firms with 10 or more members, except the 25 largest firms
25 largest firms

334,635
39%
41.6%
2.3%
3.9%
13.2%
130,343
22.6%
29.9%
26%
21.5%

Figure 5

Important AICPA Bodies
Governing Council: Determines AICPA programs and policies. It has approximately 260 members with representatives
from every state and U.S. territory. Council meets twice a year.

Board of Directors: Acts as executive committee of Council, directing AICPA activities between Council meetings. The
23-member board includes 16 directors; 3 representatives of the public; the chair, vice chair, and immediate past chair;
and the president, who is a member of the AICPA staff.

Joint Trial Board: Provides for uniform enforcement of professional standards by adjudicating disciplinary charges
against state society and AICPA members. Its decisions affect both AICPA and state society memberships.

Senior Committees and Boards: The following committees and boards are designated senior by virtue of resolution of
Council implementing the AICPA by-laws:
•

Accounting and Review Services Committee

•

Accounting Standards Executive Committee

•

AICPA Peer Review Board

•

Auditing Standards Board (operates on a calendar year)

•

Board of Examiners

•

Continuing Professional Education Board of Management

•

Information Technology Executive Committee

•

Consulting Services Executive Committee

•

Personal Financial Planning Executive Committee

•

Private Companies Practice Executive Committee

•

Professional Ethics Executive Committee

•

SEC Practice Section Executive Committee

•

Tax Executive Committee
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Senior Committees and Boards: AICPA Council may designate any committee as a "senior" committee. The following
list of committees and boards are designated senior.
•

Accounting and Review Services Committee

•

Accounting Standards Executive Committee

•

AICPA Peer Review Board

•

Auditing Standards Board (operates on a calendar year)

•

Consulting Services Executive Committee

•

Personal Financial Planning Executive Committee

•

Private Companies Practice Executive Committee

•

Professional Ethics Executive Committee

•

SEC Practice Section Executive Committee

•

Tax Executive Committee

Standing Committees: Support the following four specific functions.

•

By-laws required for committee operations

•

Strategic initiatives

•

Quality assurance and public protection functions

•

Member benefits/coordination matters

AICPA Teams:
•

AICPA staff whose primary role is to support boards, committees, and task forces and carry out the activities agreed
to within the committee process

•

Specific member-focused teams formed to serve the membership

•

Operational support teams that perform the day-to-day activities of the AICPA. The organization chart is available
on KNET

•

The organizational chart is available on www.aicpa.org

AICPA Services and Products: To fulfill its mission to serve and lead the profession, the AICPA provides a wide range
of services and products to its members and the general public. Services include, but are not limited to:
•

Standard setting

•

Promotion of the CPA profession

•

Practice monitoring

•

Professional ethics

•

Political lobbying

•

Technical information hotlines

•

Knowledge management services

•

Member services

•

Affinity/insurance programs
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Services include, but are not limited to:
•

Accreditation of specialized practice areas

•

Resource centers in career, antifraud, quality, audit, and business valuation and forensics

•

CPA Links (from AlCPA’s website) as a gateway for online users

Products include, but are not limited to:
•

Conferences

•

Online Continuing Professional Education Library (InfoBytes, WebCast)

•

CPA Examination

•

Publications, including magazines, newsletters, CD-ROMs, loose-leafs, books, and other professional literature

•

Training and educational products

•

Audit toolkits

•

Member discounts (IBM, Dell)
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Chapter 3
AICPA Strategic Framework
The AICPA’s current strategic framework consists of:
•
•

Foundation - Identifies AICPA's core purpose or reason for being in its mission statement, core values, and
services.
Priority themes and guiding principles - Lays out areas of priority for the future and provide strategic direction in
advancing the AICPA toward fulfilling its ongoing mission.

The AICPA’s priority themes and commitments lay out areas of priority for the future and provide strategic direction in
advancing the AICPA toward fulfilling its ongoing mission.

Strategic Foundation

Mission Statement
The AICPA is the national professional organization for all Certified Public Accountants. Its mission is to provide
members with the resources, information and leadership that enable them to provide valuable services in the highest
professional manner to benefit the public as well as employers and clients. In fulfilling its mission, the AICPA works
with state CPA organizations and gives priority to those areas where public reliance on CPA skills is most significant.

Core Values
•

Integrity

•

Member Responsiveness

•

Leadership

•

Quality

•

Competence

Core Services
Table 1

Advocacy
Serves as the national
representative of CPAs
before governments,
regulatory bodies and
other organizations in
protecting and
promoting members’
interests.

Certification and
Licensing
Seeks the highest
possible level of
uniform
certification and
licensing
standards and
promotes and
protects the CPA
designation.

Communications

Recruiting and
Education

Standards and
Performance

Promotes public
awareness and
confidence in the
integrity, objectivity,
competence and
professionalism of
CPAs and monitors
the needs and views
of CPAs.

Encourages highly
qualified individuals
to become CPAs and
supports the
development of
outstanding
academic programs.

Establishes professional
standards; assist members
in continually improving
their professional conduct,
performance and
expertise; and monitors
such performance to
enforce current standards
and requirements.

Guiding Principles
Overarching Principle: Does this activity or relationship promote, protect, preserve and represent CPAs as the most
trusted professional services provided?
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Strategic Priority Themes
•

Strategic Theme A: Enhance and promote the CPA profession and the AICPA.

•

Strategic Theme B: Enhance the value of a diverse AICPA membership.

•

Strategic Theme C: Assist CPAs in providing quality and value to clients, employers and the public.

•

Strategic Theme D: Advocate for the members of the profession on issues that impact theprofession in a
manner consistent with our public interest responsibilities.

AICPA Strategic Framework Tied to Quality Management System
AICPA Strategic Framework (Figure 6) is aligned to the Quality Management System by establishing and
implementing the following:
•
•
•

Quality policy and planning
Quality objectives and measures
OP&E goal to maximize opportunities

__________AICPA Strategic Framework__________
Profession’s Vision_____________________________
AICPA Mission Statement (Revised - November 1995)
Strategic Planning______________________________
Quality Policy & Planning_______________________
Operating Planning & Budgeting__________________
AICPA Objectives_____________________________
Quality Objectives & Measures

Figure 6
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Quality Planning
The Organizational Performance and Effectiveness (OP&E) Team maintains AICPA quality plan. Quality planning
is inter-related to AICPA day-to-day operations. The quality plan (Figure 7) is focused on defining the operational
processes needed to effectively meet AICPA quality objectives and cross-referenced to the ISO requirements
consistent with AICPA general objectives.
Senior management insures the integrity of the Quality Management System is maintained and changes to the
Quality Management System are planned and implemented. The OP&E team maintains the quality plan and updates
and revises accordingly.

Activities

Inputs
•

Strategies & objectives

•

Customer requirements

•

Performance data

•

Indicated opportunities for
improvement

•

AICPA Teams oversee the day-to-day operations
that ensure quality of services and products.

Outputs

•

Internal quality
reviews

•

Customer
feedback

•

Product & process
analysis

•

Trends analysis

•

Improved
processes

Figure 7

Quality Policy
“Meeting Today’s Challenges and Exceeding Tomorrow’s Expectations” is the statement that summarizes AICPA
Quality Policy and relates to all AICPA activities, products, and services.
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AICPA Objectives
Table 2 illustrates the major areas of activities to pursue in carrying out AICPA mission.

Table 2
AICPA OBJECTIVES

Advocacy
Serves as the
national
representative of
CPAs before
governments,
regulatory bodies,
and other
organizations in
protecting and
promoting members’
interests.

Protect the public
interest

Certification and
Licensing
Seeks the highest
possible level of
uniform
certification and
licensing
standards and
promotes and
protects the CPA
designation.

Communications
Promotes public
awareness and
confidence in the
integrity, objectivity,
competence, and
professionalism of
CPAs and monitors the
needs and views of
CPAs.

Recruiting and
Education
Encourages
highly qualified
individuals to
become CPAs
and supports the
development of
outstanding
academic
programs.

◄------------------ QUALITY OBJECTIVES--------------- ►
Promote the “CPA Develop new
Promote the
Brand” and
professional products
“CPA Brand”
improve
and services
membership value

Standards and
Performance
Establishes professional
standards; assists
members in continually
improving their
professional conduct,
performance, and
expertise; and monitors
such performance to
enforce current
standards and
requirements.

Protect the public
interest
Develop new
professional products
and services

Primary Teams or Activities involved in or affected by the process / procedure

Congressional &
Political Affairs
(4.9.P09)
State Societies &
Regulatory Affairs
(4.9.P10)

Exams Team
Process MapOverview Link
Map (4.9.P20)

Business Reporting and
Member Specialization
(7.2.P01)
Strategic Member
Communications
(4.9.P08)
SCO Order
Management
(4.9.P02-1)
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Academic &
Career
Development
(4.9.P27)
Conferences
Management
Procedure
(4.9.P03)
Product
Development New Product
Development
(4.9.P40-1)
Publications &
Technical
Products Link
Map (4.9.P01)

Audit and Attest
Standards (4.9.P13-02)
Center for Public
Company for Audit
Firms Peer Review
Program (4.9.P31)
Professional Ethics
Standards Setting
(4.9.P28)
Professional Standards
& Services (4.9.P07)
Taxation Services
(4.9.P06)
Ethics- Joint Trial
Board (4.9.P32-1)
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Quality Objectives and Measures
The quality of AICPA products and services continues to be the key to competitiveness. It is increasingly vital for
AICPA to understand and use the quality management system to do a good job, the first time, every time. To
leverage on the success of ISO, the AICPA embraced a methodology that uses quality objectives and performance
measures as a tool to drive management decisions. The OP& E Team has developed the following process to gather
and validate information throughout the organization at the relevant functions and levels.

AICPA Measurement Categories
The responsibility and authority for the execution of the quality system and procedures are delegated to every
AICPA team as an integral part of their assigned responsibilities. Each team is responsible for identifying quality
objectives for each procedure within each category and level as applicable. (Figure 7)

Measurement Categories
Operations

Financial

Members

Employees

Customers

Figure 8

Level 1: Organizational Measures
AICPA organizational measures are designed to assess organizational performance using the following approaches:
•

Balanced Score Card methodology. (Table 3 ) This approach is utilized in the Supply Chain Metrics project,
among others, to support the planning, development, and alignment of activities via historical and present data
analysis and comparison. This is imperative to establish the framework to support AICPA objectives. These
measures include, but are not limited to:

Table 3
Financial

Increase in units
sold

Budget
Dues

Payment
Tracking

Complaint Log
Analysis
Backorder
Tracking

•

Customer
Satisfaction

Product &
Service Quality

Increase in
number of
customers
Percentage of
repeat customers
Order
Fulfillment
Tracking

AICPA
Membership
Member
retention
Member
increase

Program
Measures
Projects
completed
on time and
within
budget

Employees

Turnover

Employee
retention
Training
effective-ness

Other
Web site
activity

Strategic
alliances

Employee
Satisfaction

Executive Performance Measures (EPM). EPM is the strategic process AICPA utilizes to establish business
goals. EPM promotes organizational and individual alignment by cascading business goals to the individual
level. It enables senior management and staff to work together to drive performance. It is a process that
connects organizational goals, metrics, and people in order to drive improved management, analysis, and action
across AICPA.

Level 2: Product Line Measures
AICPA product lines measures are designed to assess the performance of a product or product line. For example, to
determine the success of a Conference Management Procedure (4.9.P03), participants are encouraged to complete an
evaluation form to measure the effectiveness of the speaker, content, and other ancillary conference-related issues.
The scores are tabulated. This information, coupled with other measures such as the number of attendees and
AICPA Quality System Management Manual
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profitability, provides the Conference Team with an assessment that assists them in planning and improving future
conferences.

Level 3: Process Measures
AICPA process measures are designed to measure process performance. Each procedure mapped to the ISO
requirements has identified process measurements. For example, General Accounting has implemented the
following measures to monitor and improve performance:
•

Accounts Payable Process (4.2.P01 -1) monitors the number of days it takes to process a check.

•

Royalties Accounting (4.2.P01-5) monitors the number of days it takes to distribute royalty checks to authors.

•

Travel & Entertainment Services (4.2.P01-6) collects data to assess comp tickets used for airfare as compared to
total air volume.

Strategic Themes
•

Growing membership diversity

•

Transparency and reporting model

•

AICPA image

•

Profession

•

Fraud
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Organizational Performance & Effectiveness Team Values
Mission Statement
Our mission is to increase value within the AICPA by providing a resource for motivation, research and
consultation. We combine strategic management theories and practices with knowledge of the AICPA to maximize
every opportunity. We provide expertise and leadership in the coordination and alliance of expanding continuous
improvement efforts.
Our work is accomplished through collaborative efforts with various AICPA teams to ensure the satisfaction of our
members. Methods used include member feedback researching and reporting derived from loyalty survey efforts and
results. Our goal is to stimulate an increased level of productivity, via process improvement catapulted by member
needs.

Vision
We are committed to being the resource of choice for continuous improvement implementation, quality and
effectiveness. By combining effective consulting efforts and becoming part of the teams we service, we can
collaboratively achieve complete customer satisfaction.

Commitment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Currency in knowledge and change management
Exceptional commitment to customer service
Commitment to continuous process improvement
Internal consultants on business process strategies
Awareness of CPA profession
Partners to ensure success of AICPA initiatives

Team Motto
Maximizing Opportunity
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Chapter 4
ISO Requirements and Interpretations
IS09001:2000 Structure Cross-Referenced to IS09001:1994
The number in “bold” text represents the ISO9001:2000 principle. The number in “regular” text represents the ISO
9001:1994 principle. (Table 4)

Table 4

1.0

2.0

3.0

Scope

Normative
Reference

Terms and
Definitions

(1994- 1.0)

(1994-2.0)

(1994-3.0)

4.0
Quality Management System
(1994-4.2,4.5,4.16)

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

Management
Responsibility

Resource
Management

Product
Realization

Measurement
Analysis and
Improvement

(1994-4.1,4.2,
4.3)

(1994- 4.1,
4.9, 4.18)

(1994-4.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.6,
4.7, 4.8, 4.9,
4.10, 4.11,4.12,
4.15,4.19)

(1994- 4.1,
4.9,4.10,4.13,
4.14,4.17,4.20)

AICPA ISO Element Matrix
The ISO Element Matrix shows how AICPA procedures fit into ISO 9001:2000 (Table 5). The procedures are
designed to effectively define the work processes involved and to support the training required for implementation
of the procedures.
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8.3 Control of Nonconforming Product
8.4 Analysis of Data
8.5 Improvement

8.2 Monitoring & Measurement

Measurement, Analysis & Improvement

8.1 General

8.

3.

1.2 Application

1.

Scope

(NOTE: Element 7.6
is not applicable to
AICPA).

1.1 General

Procedures

• Ownership
Involved In or
Affected
* Contains sub
processes

2.

ISO 9001:2000
Elements ►

Normative Reference
Terms and Definitions
4. Quality management system
4.1 General Requirements
4.2 Documentation Requirements
5. Management Responsibility
5.1 Management Commitment
5.2 Customer Focus
5.3 Quality Policy
5.4 Planning
5.5 Responsibility, Authority, & Communication
5.6 Management Review
6. Resource Management
6.1 Provisions of Resources
6.2 Human Resources
6.3 Infrastructure
6.4 Work Environment
7. Product Realization
7.1 Planning of Product Realization
7.2 Customer Related Process
7.3 Design & Development
7.4 Purchasing
7 .5_ Production & Service Provision________________
7.6 Control of Monitoring & Measuring Devices
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Management
Responsibility and
4.01 P01
Review____
___
ISO Quality System
4.02. M01 Manual_____ ______
Accounting and
________
4.02.P01* Finance
Financial
4.02.P02* Management____ ____
ISO Document &
Data Control
____
4.05.P01

4.06.P01*
4.09.P01*
4.09P02*
4.09.P03

4.09.P04*
4.09.P05-

Purchasing
Professional
Publications__________
Service Center
Operations_____ ____
Conference
Management____
Professional
Development

Library of Records___
Taxation Services
4.09.P06
(DC)_________________
Strategic Member
4.09P08
Communications __
Congressional &
4.09P09. Political Affairs (DC)
State Societies &
Regulatory Affairs
(DC)_________________
4.09.P10
Technical Information
4.09.P11
Hotline
____
Electronic Publishing
4.09.P12
Services______
Accounting, Audit, &
__
4.09.P13* Attest Standards
Washington Office
4.09.P14 Administration (DC)
06______

North Star
Conferences
__
Exams Team Process
___
4.09P20* Map (CBT)
4.09.P21
New Finance
Meetings &
4.09.P23* Conferences _ ____
Printing Services
4.09P24
409P25 Volunteer Services
4.09.P26
&
4.09P28* Professional Ethics

4.09.P15
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Scope

• Ownership
▲ Involved In or
Affected
* Contains sub
processes

4.09.P27

4.09.P30

4.09.P31

4.13.P01
4.14.P011

4.14.P012

4.14.P013

4.15P01

4.17.P01
4.18.P011*
4.18.P012*

7.2.P01*
7.2P01-

_________________

ISO 9001:2000
Elements ►

(NOTE: Element 7.6
is not applicable to
AICPA).

Terms and Definitions

AICPA Quality System Management Manual
Measurement, Analysis & Improvement

8.2_ Monitoring & Measurement____________________
8.3 Control of Nonconforming Product
8.4 Analysis of Data
8.5_ Improvement_______________________________

8.1 General

8.

7.2 Customer Related Process
7.3 Design & Development
7.4 Purchasing
______
7.5_ Production & Service Provision_________________
7.6 Control of Monitoring & Measuring Devices

4.2 Documentation Requirements
5.__ Management Responsibility____________________
5.1 Management Commitment
5.2 Customer Focus
________
5.3_ Quality Policy____________________________
5.4 Planning
_______________
5.5 Responsibility, Authority, & Communication
5.6 Management Review
6. Resource Management
__________
6.1 Provisions of Resources
6.2 Human Resources
6.3_ Infrastructure_______________________________
6.4 Work Environment
7. Product Realization
______
7.1 Planning of Product Realization

4.1_ General Requirements________________________

4.__ Quality management system___________________

3.

2.__ Normative Reference_________________________

1.2_Application_________________________________

1.1_ General____________________________________

1.

Procedures

,
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Academic & Career
Development_________

Online Team_________
Center for Public
Company Audit Firms
- Peer Review
Program (PRP)_______

4.09.P32* Joint Trial Board______
Publications
Procedures (TX)
4.09.P36
Group Study
4.09.P37 Administration (TX)
Group Study Production &
4.09.P38
Shipping (TX)
Instructor Screening
4.09.P39 and Contracting (TX)
Professional
4.09P40* Development (TX)
InfoBytes Online
Library (TX)
4.09.P42
Production
Scheduling
4.09.P43
On-Site
4.09.P45 Administration (TX)
Information
4.09.P47* Technology

Control of
Nonconforming
Product (Distribution)
SCO - Customer
Task Reporting__
Corrective &
Preventive Action
(Internal)
Corrective &
Preventive Action
(TX)______________

Distribution Services
ISO:9001 Process
Review Internal
Quality Audit
Procedure

Human Resources

PMAP Process
Business Reporting &
Member
Specialization
Member Marketing
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Scope

7.3.P02
7.3.P14

7.5.2.P01

8.1.P01

8.1.P02

8.2.P01
8.2.P02

(NOTE: Element 7.6
is not applicable to
AICPA).

Quality management system
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8.2 Monitoring & Measurement
__
8.3 Control of Nonconforming Product
8.4_ Analysis o Data_____________________________
8.5_ Improvement_______________________________

8.1 General

8.__ Measurement, Analysis & Improvement__________

4.2_ Documentation Requirements________________
5.__ Management Responsibility____________________
5.1 Management Commitment
5.2_ Customer Focus____________________________
5.3 Quality Policy
5.4 Planning
5.5_ Responsibility, Authority, & Communication_______
5.6_ Management R eview ______________ _________
6. Resource Management
__________
6.1_ Provisions of Resources______________________
6.2 Human Resources
__
6.3 Infrastructure
6.4 Work Environment
7. Product Realization
7.1_ Planning of Product Realization________________
7 .2_ Customer Related Process
7 .3_ Design & Development_______________________
7.4_ Purchasing
7 .5_ Production & Service Provision
7.6_ Control of Monitoring & Measuring Devices_______

4.1_ General Requirements_______________________

4.

3.__ Terms and Definitions_______________________

Normative Reference

1.2 Application

• Ownership
Involved In or
Affected
* Contains sub
processes

2.

____________ '

ISO 9001:2000
Elements ►

1.1 General

1.

Procedures
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07______

AICPA Community
Sections and Centers
Creative Directions
Web Content
Management &
Strategy_____________
Measurement,
Analysis &
Improvement
Program
Management Office
(PMO)_______________
Monitoring &
Measuring Customer
Satisfaction

AICPA Internal Audit
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4.0

Quality Management System

4.1

General requirements

It is AICPA policy to document, implement, and maintain a Quality Management System and to continually
improve its effectiveness in accordance with ISO. The quality system is defined as the organization, policies,
processes, procedures, and resources necessary to achieve quality (i.e., conform to internal and external
requirements). The quality system is implemented and maintained through staff training and monitoring compliance.
Adherence to the quality system ensures that AICPA services and products conform to AICPA mission, quality
policy, objectives, and overall customer/member requirements.

The following activities and processes have been identified for AICPA:
•

Customer-oriented processes needed for the Quality Management System and their application throughout
AICPA (See Table 5).

•

Process sequences and interactions on an organizational and operational level. (See Table 5).

•

Policies, procedures, instructions, records, and other data as appropriate, including outsourcing, which
establishes the criteria and methods needed to ensure the operation and control of these processes are effective.

•

Link Maps also referred to as enterprise maps describe an end-to-end solution for AICPA business lines.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Accounts Payable Process (4.2.P01 -1)

•

AICPA Internal Audit (8.02.P02)

•

Conference Management (4.9.P03)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.1.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Document & Data Control (4.5.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

•

Program Management Office (8.01.P02)

•

Washington Office Administration (4.9.P14)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).

(NOTE: While all AICPA Teams are designated in the ISO 9001 quality system requirement, many of the documented processes include
multiple aspects of ISO 9001 requirements. Designating these procedures with the 4.0-quality system is only intended to identify the primary
element of ISO 9001 applicable to the process. Additionally, these procedures may contain sub-processes by product line and/or service.)
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4.2

Documentation Requirements

AICPA Documentation and Process Management System include three key phases. AICPA ISO Document & Data
Control Procedure (4.5.P01) describes the phases which addresses the design, review, approval, distribution, and
archiving of controlled documents.

Phase 1: Documentation and Process Mapping
Critical activities are identified and policies and procedures are developed and documented according to AICPA
business model for documentation and process mapping.
Policies at the AICPA are statement of principles that attempt to outline a course of action and protocol. AICPA
policies are broad to allow for discretionary actions by staff, however are specific enough to give clear guidance on
implementation. Generally, written policies define responsibilities in order to enable staff to perform their duties.
AICPA policies drive compliance, requirements that must be met, or criteria that need to be fulfilled. Policies are
controlled documents. At the AICPA, examples of policies include:

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

CBT Policies (4.9.P20.M01)

•

JEEP Procedure Manual (4.9.P26.I01)

•

Meetings and Conferences Policies and Procedures (4.9.P23.I01)

•

Service Center Operations Policies and Procedures Manual (4.9.P02.M01)

Phase 2: Continuous Improvement
Process data is compiled and evaluated. Improvements are implemented.

Phase 3: Process Reengineering
Product and process data is assessed along with the effectiveness of process interactions. Processes are reengineered.
Key components of AICPA Quality Management System documentation includes:
•

AICPA policies and procedures

•

AICPA quality objectives

•

AICPA instructions and forms

•

AICPA Operating plans

•

Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

AICPA procedures and other related documents implemented to support the Quality Management System Manual
(4.02.M01) are listed in the ISO Document and Data Control Authorization Form (4.5.P01.F01) for each procedure.
The procedures are designed to effectively define the work processes involved and to support training requirements
for implementation of the procedures.

AICPA control records are maintained on an ISO Document & Data Control Authorization Form (4.5.P01.F01)
which itemizes all the controlled documents pertaining to the quality system, such as reports, forms, and databases.
The Form lists the:
•

Document names and quality records

•

Unique identification numbers which is tied to the ISO standard

•

Current revision of the document

•

Document date
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•

Process owner name

The Forms are posted on KNET and any changes are reviewed and approved by the staff responsible or designee,
unless otherwise specified.

It is the policy of AICPA to maintain quality records to demonstrate compliance with the quality system
requirements. Quality records define the controls needed for identification, collection, indexing, access, filing,
retrieval, retention, and disposition of records. Quality records will be legible in all formats.
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Documentation Structure
The Documentation Structure for AICPA contains four primary levels in Figure 9 as follows:

level 1
Policies

Broad guidelines for planning and defining method of actions. Policies are
statements of principles. Examples include :
- Quality Management System Manual (4.2.M0)
- Meetings & Conferences Policies & Procedures

LEVEL 2
Procedures

Documents a particular or established way a given activity is
undertaken and a task is accomplished. Procedures describe inputs,
outputs, steps, customer, processes, interactions, and controls.
Examples include :
- Document Controls
- Information Systems
- Professional Publications
- Examinations

LEVEL 3
Instructions

Documents how tasks arc performed. Instructions arc used to detail
how particular tasks are to be performed where the absence of such
instructions would adversely affect quality . Examples include :
- Job Instructions
- Student Guide

LEVEL 4
Records

Provides the historical evidence or proof that policies, procedures, and
work instructions are followed. Records are used to provide objective
evidence that the required product or service quality was achieved, and
that the company’s quality system has been implemented correctly.
Examples include :
- Forms
- System data

Figure 9
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Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Accounts Payable Process (4.2.P01 -1)

•

Conference Management Procedure (4.9.P03)

•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20)

•

Human Resources (4.18.P01-1)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Document & Data Control (4.5.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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5 .0
5.1

Management Responsibility
Management commitment

The CEO and SVPs are the primary sponsors of the ISO program. AICPA quality policy and objectives are
established and approved by senior management. The senior team oversees effective implementation of the program
by:

•

Reviewing Reports (Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team, Internal Quality Audit, Process
Improvement, Corrective & Preventive, Supply Chain Metrics, and others as appropriate.)

•

Keeping the AICPA Board of Directors informed about the ISO initiative and the results of customer/member
satisfaction surveys.

•

Engaging process leaders in ISO or quality related meetings and/or initiatives.

•

Ensuring the availability of resources based on recommendation.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.1.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).

(Figure 10 and 11) show AICPA Management Responsibility and Review Procedure (4.EP01) process flow, which
describes the AICPA strategic planning and resource management processes.
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ISO 9001 Certified

Management Responsibility and Review Procedure

Each Team Operating Plan is
approved by AICPA management
and provides goals and strategic
initiatives for serving AICPA
members and achieving the AICPA
Mission Statement and Strategic
Plan.
Resource allocation includes.
- Staff objectives and
accountabilities
- Committee business plans
- Committee appointments
- Establish Priorities and Plans
through committees
- Budget review

- Operational review
- Team strategic plans
- Team performance measures

4
Team manages and
reviews resources
according to the
Performance
Management &
Appraisal Process

Mission
Statement

he AICPA Mission
and Strategic Plan
provide purpose and
direction for all
n
I stitute activities

Input for the budget
Includes:
-Committee Chairs' Plans
-Team Strategic Plans
-Staff suggestions
-Prior budget and activities
review
-Forward looking Priorities
and Plans
-AICPA budgetary guidelines

Objectives and
Accountabilities

4.1.P01, Rev. C, 1/12/05

Strategic Plan

2
Team Operating Plans
are established to define
the resources, goals,
and objectives of each
Team (including quality
objectives)

5
Team establishes
and reviews its
budget to evaluate
operational results
against plans and
objectives

Team Budget

3
Team AICPA
provides crossfunctional support to
other AICPA teams

6
Teams participate in
the quality system
management review
activities as defined
in the Quality
System Manual

Review
Process
Cont. Pg. 2

Topics Reviewed during Management Review of
the Quality Management System include but are not
limited to: (note: each topic will be reviewed at least
onoe per year by Senior Management and/or as
recommended by the Management Representative).
Internal Quality Audits trends analysis are
reviewed by Senior Management for suitability and
effectiveness of the overall quality system through
various methods, including.
- ISO Internal Quality Management Audit Reports (or
a summary of those reports)
Internal Communications are performed monthly
either by Senior Management, Quality Management
and/or Public Relations teams as needed to ensure
adequate communications about the quality system
and may include:
- Suitability and compatibility of the AICPA Mission
Statement and Quality Policy
- Definition and achievement of objectives related to
the AICPA Quality Policy
- Professional Vision
Customer Service trends analysis are reviewed by
Senior Management. Reports may include analysis
complied by outside research vendors, such as
TARP.

Quality Management Status Reports are sent
monthly to COO in charge of QM for review. These
reports may Include:
- Recommendations or observations sent to teams
- Continuous process improvement initiatives (i.e.,pre
preventive and corrective action issues)
To ensure the integrity of these documents, contact the AICPA-QM Tea

for the most current versions. Uncontrolled copy in printed form.

Figure 10
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ISO 9001 Certified

Management Responsibility and Review Procedure

The quality objective of the Management
Review procedure includes:
- Reviewing AICPA’s quality management
system (at planned intervals) to ensure it Is
effective.
- Evaluating opportunities for organizationwide process improvements opportunities.
- Communicating to staff as appropriate on
quality initiatives.

From
Pg. 1

Specific subject areas reviewed
throughout the year al Senior
Management Meetings for the purpose of
Management Review include;
- Customer satisfaction and loyalty (eg.,
customer satisfaction tarp/e-satisfy reports)
- Recommendations for improvement
- Status of preventive and corrective actions
(complaint tracking, reporting and
resolutions)
- Results of internal quality audits
- Process performance and product/service
conformity
- Changes that could affect the quality
management system
VP Office of the CEO, COO and/or ISO
Management Review Representative
finalize agenda Items to be discussed.

Functional areas attending management
review meetings include:
- CEO President Office
- Finance and Operations
- Public and Professional interests
- General Counsel
- Public Affairs
- Human Resources & Training
- Quality Management

A quorum of three (3) functional areas are
required for a management review meeting.
Management review meetings can be held
via the following (not exclusive):
- Meetings
- Conference calls
- Video-conferencing
- Quarterly Management Meetings
- Management Retreats
- PL activities (as appropriate)
- Face-to-Face Meetings
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appropriate

_________ _________
3
ISO Management
Representative
coordinates agenda
items with the VP Office
of the CEO and/or COO

Agenda Items

________ ________
4
ISO Management
Representative reports
on specific subject
areas concerning the
quality management
system

5
ISO Management
Representative
prepares management
review agenda items far
review by VP Office of
the CEO

________ ________
6
VP Office of the CEO,
COO and/or QM
distributes minutes to
attendees (as
appropriate)

Agenda Items

Attendees

To ensure the integrity of these documents, contact the AICPA-QM Team for the most current versions. Uncontrolled copy in printed form.
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5.2

Customer focus

It is AICPA policy to understand and identify current and future membership needs and requirements. AICPA
performs a member satisfaction and loyalty survey every two years. The purpose of the survey is to reveal trends,
gaps and lead to improved member satisfaction. The results are discussed with senior management, process leaders
and teams as appropriate.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Monitoring and Measuring Customer Satisfaction
Procedure (8.2.P01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

Conference Management Procedure (4.9.P03)

•

Professional Development -Vision and Video Products (4.9.P04)

•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20)

•

InfoBytes Online Library (TX) (4.9.P42)

•

Business Reporting and Member Specialization, (various procedures) (7.2.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

•

Professional Ethics Enforcement (4.09.P26)

•

Publications and Technical Products Team ( 4.9.P01)

•

Service Center Operations Order Management (4.09.P02-01)

•

Technical Information Hotline (4.09.P11)
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5.3

Quality policy

(NOTE: See Chapter 3).

5.4

Planning

(NOTE: See Chapter 3).

5.5

Responsibility, Authority, and Communication

Management defines the responsibility and authority of personnel (sponsors, management representative, process
leaders, Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team) who manage, perform, and verify work affecting the
quality system (see Chapter 1).
AICPA utilizes the team environment to achieve organizational objectives and results. Each team operates according
to the same management structure and techniques. The AICPA relies on its teams to achieve objectives and meet the
needs of its members. The management structure and methods are common to all AICPA teams.

Management ensures that responsibilities, authorities and their interrelation are defined and communicated within
the organization. The AICPA organization structure chart illustrates the interrelations and authority of the personnel
who manage, perform, and verify the activities affecting the Quality Management System. Individual
responsibilities, authorities, training plans, along with who performs and verifies the quality of products and services
is described in the AICPA Performance Appraisal Management System (PMAP 4.18.P01-2). The Performance
Management Appraisal System Procedure (4.18.P01-2) defines the requirements and authority for each job function
based on AICPA established competencies.
Continuous communication of AICPA mission, vision and direction are keys drivers to achieve a high performing
and effective organization. The organization has a clear roadmap and direction to secure employee commitment to
the Quality Management System. This occurs in a variety of ways including launching of new initiatives, setting
goals, outcomes, timelines, and identifying communication vehicles, such as “brownbag luncheons,” KNET News
Channels, and written communications that enhance understanding of the quality initiative at a team level. The
communication process used to report on the effectiveness of the ISO Program includes but is not limited to the:
•

Quality System Management Manual (4.02.M01) is distributed to Team AICPA via Process Leaders

•

Organizational Chart, Newsletters and Internal Communications sent out by the Strategic Member
Communications (4.9.P08) to AICPA staff as appropriate

•

Monthly Organizational Excellence Newsletter sent to AICPA ISO Process Leaders

•

Customer Survey Results sent to AICPA Senior Management and Core Team Members

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

On-Site Administration (TX) (4.9.P45)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.I.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01)

•

Performance Management Appraisal System Procedure (4.18.P02)

•

Strategic Member Communications (4.9.P08)

•

Washington Office Administration (4.9.P14)
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5.6

Management review

AICPA senior management reviews the suitability and effectiveness of the quality system and maintains records of
these reviews through several methods including, but not limited to:
•

Regular meetings (senior level, quarterly management team, process leader, etc.) held to review organizational
results and trends

•

Annual retreat to discuss organization-wide issues and customer satisfaction results

•

Monthly status reports sent to Senior Management by the Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team
on the status of the various quality initiatives

•

ISO Survey sent to AICPA process leaders by the Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team

•

Regular communications and interactions between the Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team,
senior managers, process leaders and Teams to review procedures, integrate new areas into the quality system,
and/or identify improvement opportunities

•

Supply Chain Metrics meetings

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

On-Site Administration (TX) (4.9.P45)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Management Responsibility and Review (4.1.P01)

•

Washington Office Administration (4.9.P14)
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6 .0 Resources Management
6.1

Provision of resources

Senior management is responsible for identifying and providing appropriate resources needed for management
system, management, and performance of work, verification activities and to enhance customer satisfaction.
Resources may be people, infrastructure, work environment, information, and suppliers. Additionally, personnel
independent of those having direct responsibility for the work being performed carry out verification activities, such
as the budgeting process, internal quality reviews and internal audits.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.1.P01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

AICPA Internal Audit Procedure (8.2.P02)

•

Financial Management - Budgeting and Analysis Procedure (4.2.P02-5)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - ISO Internal Quality Audit Procedure (4.17.P01)
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6.2

Human resources

Performance Management Appraisal Process (PMAP)
It is AICPA policy to ensure that employees have the necessary competence for the effective and efficient operation
of the organization. According to AICPA Performance Management and Appraisal Process (PMAP) (4.18.P01-2) a
competency is a collection of skills, knowledge and personal attributes that affect HOW people do what they do.
At the beginning of the performance cycle, evaluators and employees identify accountabilities that encompass dayto-day job tasks and responsibilities, as well as activities related to projects. Accountabilities should be consistent
with AICPA strategy and directly related to the day-to-day work team’s operating plan.

Once accountabilities are determined, the next step is to establish a measure to determine how well the job has been
done. Performance Measures state how the evaluator and employee will know if the desired outcome has been
achieved. That is, the measure or standard which will indicate accomplishment of the accountability. The PMAP
indicates illustrative examples of behaviors as it relates to each competency for appropriate job functions. AICPA
organization-wide competencies include:
•

Business-Mindedness

• Leading

•

Commitment to Quality

• Managing Change

•

Customer Service Orientation

• Teamwork

•

Development

• Technology

•

Leadership

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Human Resources (4.18.P01-1)

•

Performance Management Appraisal System (4.18.P02)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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6.3

Infrastructure

AICPA has determined, provides and maintains the infrastructure necessary to achieve conformity of service.
AICPA infrastructure includes the following resources, but is not limited to:
•

Information technologies

•

Communication technologies

•

Distribution support

•

Equipment, hardware, and software

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Distribution Services (4.15.P01)

•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20)

•

Network- IT (4.9.P47-2)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team- Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.1.P01)

•

Telecommunications - IT (4.9.P47-3)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5)
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6.4

Work environment

AICPA provides a suitable work environment, as a combination of human and physical factors, which includes
consideration of workplace location, ergonomics, and office facilities. AICPA Office Facilities has primary
responsibility for overseeing the following functions for AICPA staff:
Safety & Security responsibilities include, but are not limited to:

•

Building Fire Safety Procedures

•

Safety and Security Updates

•

Security Guidelines (includes key requests, property removal procedures, and sign-in-and-out forms)

•

Medical Emergency Information

Records Management responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
•

Offsite Storage Procedures

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team- Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.1.P01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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7 .0 Product Realization
7.1

Planning of product realization

AICPA planning of product realization is consistent with the requirements of the other processes of the Quality
Management System (see 4.0). In planning product realization, the organization determines and implements the
following, as appropriate:
•

scheduled meetings

•

budgeting

•

evaluation of concepts and/or ideas to develop products or services

•

quality objectives and requirements for the product

•

inventory controls

•

confirmation of engagement and speakers

•

verification and validation activities

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Accounts Payable Process (4.2.P01 -1)

•

Conference Management Procedure(4.9.P03)

•

Creative Directions (7.03.P14)

•

Distribution Services (4.15.P01)

•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20)

•

Meetings and Conferences (4.9.P23)

•

Member Marketing (7.02.P01-7)

•

Printing Services (4.9.P24)

•

Production Scheduling (4.9.P43)

•

Professional Development - Quality Assurance (4.9.P04-1)

•

Professional Development - Vision and Video Products (4.9.P04)

•

Publications and Technical Products (4.9.P01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
(4.1.P01)

•

Web Content Management & Strategy (7.5.2.P01)
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7.2

Customer-related processes

It is AICPA policy to provide quality services and products according to member/customer needs. Member/customer
requirements are determined in a variety of ways. The Monitoring and Measuring Customer Satisfaction Procedure
(8.2.P01) determine and implements effective arrangements, in-house or via contract with research firms, for
communicating with member/customers in relation to:

•

Product information communicated through the marketing materials, catalogs and direct contact as applicable

•

Inquiries or order handling, including amendments communicated through direct contact

•

Complaints or suggestions are gathered and analyzed

The Member Marketing Procedure (7.2.P01-7) is responsible for developing strategies to increase overall AICPA
membership and maintain a consistent retention rate via marketing methods, including member outreach efforts.
For example, the Business Assurance & Advisory Services Procedure (7.2.P01-2) addresses regulatory and
legislative issues that affect business assurance and advisory services.
AICPA review processes include, but are not limited to:

•

AICPA membership agreement

•

Product orders (for publications, conferences, software, course material, etc.)

•

Service requests (center for knowledge and research services, technical information hotlines, etc.)

When AICPA enters into agreements to provide services and products to its members/customers, it is assured that
the agreements are defined and documented. Each contract is reviewed to ensure that:
•

The requirements are adequately defined and documented.

•

Any requirements differing from those in the tender are resolved.

•

AICPA has the capability to meet contractual requirements.

•

Order and product information in catalogs and advertising materials are accurate prior to distribution to AICPA
members/customers.

•

If any of the requirements are changed, all documents and/or contracts are amended and relevant teams and/or
persons are notified.

AICPA has established many channels for communicating with the members/customers. Some of the channels
include: AICPA committees, Journal of Accountancy, Expert Panels, direct mailing campaigns, and professional
accounting literature.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Academic and Career Development (4.9.P27)

•

Accounting Standards (4.9.P 13-1)

•

Business Reporting and Member Specialization (7.2.P01)

•

Center for Public Company Audit Firms Peer Review Program (PRP) (4.9.P31)

•

Communications (Exams) (4.9.P20-7)

•

Congressional & Political Affairs (DC) (4.9.P09)
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•

Ethics - Joint Trial Board (4.9.P32-1)

•

Financial Planning (7.2.P01-4)

•

Financial Statement Preparation Manual (4.9.P01-13-2)

•

Firm Management (7.2.P01-6)

•

Group Study Administration (TX) (4.9.P37)

•

InfoBytes Online Library (TX) (4.9.P42)

•

Journal of Accountancy ( 4.09.P01-10)

•

Member Marketing Procedure (7.2.P01 -7)

•

Monitoring and Measuring Customer Satisfaction Procedure (8.2.P01)

•

New Finance (4.9.P21)

•

Online Team (4.9.P30)

•

Professional Ethics Enforcement (4.9.P26)

•

Professional Ethics Standard Setting (4.9.P28)

•

Professional Standards & Services (DC) (4.9.P07)

•

Publications (TX) Procedures (4.9.P36)

•

Service Center Operations Order Management (4.9.P02-1)

•

State Societies & Regulatory Affairs (DC) (4.9.P10)

•

Strategic Member Communication (4.9.P08)

•

Taxation Services (DC) (4.9.P06)

•

Volunteer Services (4.9.P25)

•

Washington Office Administration (4.9.P14)

Teams involved in or affected by theprocess/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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7.3

Design and development

The AICPA designs and develops some of the services and products it provides to its members and customers. The
design and development process includes, planning, review, verification, validation of each design and throughout
each development stage. The process also documents the responsibilities and authorities for staff involved in design
and development.
The organization manages the interfaces between different groups involved in design and development to ensure
effective communication and clear assignment of responsibility. Planning output is updated, as appropriate, as the
design and development progresses.
When AICPA is responsible for the design of the product and/or service, it is AICPA policy that design and
development inputs are documented. The design project is planned and responsibility is defined and documented.
The appropriate personnel are assigned to the project to ensure compliance with the design plan and to review the
design project at appropriate stages.

The results of the design are verified to ensure that the resulting design is consistent with the design-input
requirements. The end-user ensures compliance with the design-input requirements and validates the resulting
design. Design reviews, verifications, and/or validations may result in modifications to the original design inputs
and/or the resulting design outputs, so long as the design changes are documented and approved by the appropriate
personnel involved in the design. Records of the results of the review of changes and any necessary actions shall be
maintained.

Teams with ownership of design processes and their related procedures:
Accounting Standards (4.9.P13-1)
Audit & Attest Standards (4.9.P13-2)
Professional Development- Vision and Video Products (4.9.P04)

Creative Directions (7.3.P02)

Exam Team Process Map (4.9.P20)
Group Study - Production & Shipping (TX) (4.9.P38)
InfoBytes Online Library (TX) (4.9.P42)

Instructor Screening and Contracting (TX) (4.9.P39)
Network- IT (4.9.P47-2)

Online Team (4.9.P30)
Professional Development - Course (TX) (4.9.P40-2)
Professional Development - New Product (TX) (4.9.P40-1)

Publications and Technical Products (4.9.P01)
Publications (TX) (4.9.P36)

Center for Public Company Audit Firms Peer Review Program (PRP) (4.9.P3 1)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

Telecommunications - IT (4.9.P47-3)

•

Web Content Management & Strategy (7.5.2.P01)
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7.4

Purchasing

The Purchasing Team has primary responsibility to control the purchasing process for acquiring services and
products that meet specified requirements. However, other AICPA Teams as specified below select vendors and
document agreements with those vendors to provide products and/or services to the AICPA and/or its members.

AICPA assesses vendors based on their ability to meet contract and quality requirements. The method and extent of
control AICPA uses in the assessment process is defined in the Vendor Assessment Procedure (4.6.P02). AICPA
maintains a list of suppliers approved to supply materials and services directly associated with AICPA ability to
meet member needs. The list of approved vendors is maintained and updated as described in the Vendor Assessment
Procedure (4.6.P02) and maintained as a quality record.

Completion of requisitions is the primary mechanism for identifying demands to purchase material. Purchasing
documents are completed to clearly define the product and/or service requirements. All purchasing data is reviewed
for accuracy and completeness and approved prior to release to vendors.
Stringent authorization limits are established using the budgetary process. Additionally, financial authorization
control limits are identified based on a person’s job title and function.
In addition and where appropriate, the AICPA and/or its designee, as specified through contractual agreement, are
permitted to inspect materials and/or the vendor’s premises in order to ensure that product to be purchased conform
to product requirement.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Purchasing (4.6.P01)

•

Purchasing Card (4.6.P04)

•

Third Party Vendors (4.04.P05)

•

Vendor Assessment (4.6.P02)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

AICPA Library of Record (4.9.P05-06)

•

Conference Management Procedure (4.9.P03)

•

Creative Directions (7.3.P02)

•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20)

•

Instructor Screening and Contracting (TX) (4.9.P39)

•

Meetings and Conferences (4.9.P23)

•

Printing Services (4.9.P24)

•

Publications and Technical Products (4.9.P01)
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7.5

Production and service provision

It is AICPA policy to facilitate process controls by identifying and ensuring that procedures and any related forms
and instructions are documented. AICPA production and service provision processes include controlled production
environments. This process assures that methods are specified to ensure validation of processes, identification and
traceability, and care with customer property in order to conform with services and products provided to members.

Where appropriate, standards are maintained that define basic criteria against which the outputs of the process are
measured. For example, the Academic & Career Development Procedure (4.9.P27) implements and oversees
external scholarships and grant programs that support and encourage students’ entree into the CPA profession. In
order to monitor business performance, short, intermediate and long-term, external output measures are identified to
validate planned results.
It is AICPA policy that products are uniquely identified with product numbers, activity codes, or an equivalent
method. Each “in-house produced” product does carry a unique batch number. Traceability is maintained in the
Examinations area regarding the Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20) through the use of candidate and item
numbers.

The AICPA ensures control over the protection and safeguarding of tangible and intangible intellectual property
through established procedures such as signed written contracts between AICPA, authors, vendors, and any other
appropriate entities. Additionally, AICPA has established and documented processes to verify protect and safeguard
customer property such as through the Professional Development - Quality Assurance (4.9.P04-1) and the Exams
Team Process Map (4.9.P20).
It is the policy of AICPA to handle, store, package, preserve, and delivers materials and products with methods
appropriate to prevent damage and deterioration. Qualified personnel are responsible for handling raw materials, inprocess goods, and finished goods using methods that prevent damage or deterioration of the product.

Storage facilities and storage areas are maintained in a condition to prevent damage or deterioration. Methods are
used to authorize transfer of product and material to and from various storage areas. Product and material is assessed
during periodic physical inventories to detect deterioration.

Appropriate packaging methods are used to prevent damage or deterioration of the product. Preservation of products
is generally not applicable to the products offered by the AICPA. Protection to prevent damage or deterioration of
the product is completed after final inspection and is extended to include delivery to the customer.
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Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Conference Management Procedure (4.9.P03)

•

Distribution Services Procedure (4.15.P01)

•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.P20)

•

Group Study - Production & Shipping (TX) (4.9.P38)

•

Instructor Screening & Contracting (TX) (4.9.P39)

•

Meetings & Conferences (4.9.P23)

•

Printing Services Procedure (4.9.P24)

•

Production Scheduling (4.9.P43)

•

Service Center Operations Order Management (4.9.P02-1)

Teams and related procedures primarily affected by these policies:
•

Web Content and Management Strategy (7.5.2.P01)

(NOTE: Designating the above listed procedures within 7.0 Product Realization is only intended to identify the primary element of ISO 9001
applicable to the process. In addition, these procedures may contain sub-processes by product line and/or service.)

7.6

Control of monitoring and measuring devices

Not applicable to the AICPA.
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8.0

Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement

8.1

General

It is AICPA policy to implement monitoring, measurement, analysis and improvement processes as needed to ensure
products and services comply with AICPA quality system. This is achieved by using surveys, database management,
improvement review, and/or any statistical techniques in order to detect and analyze process and/or product
nonconformance. In some cases, the AICPA uses statistical techniques such as Exams Team Process Map (4.9.20) to
analyze process capability and to determine product characteristics as appropriate.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Exams Team Process Map (4.9.20)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement (8.1.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Monitoring & Measuring Customer Satisfaction
(8.2.1.P01)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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8.2

Monitoring and measurement

Customer Satisfaction
As one of the measurements of the performance of the Quality Management System, the AICPA monitors
information relating to member/customer loyalty and perception as to whether the organization has full filled
requirements. The methods for obtaining and using this information are determined and implemented in the
Monitoring and Measuring Customer Satisfaction Procedure (8.2.P01) .The AICPA employs an independent firm to
perform regular customer/member satisfaction surveys as part of its customer satisfaction efforts. A baseline survey
of the membership is done every two years, which compares AICPA performance against the prior baseline. The
survey tracks, among other customer/member aspects, satisfaction, loyalty, contact handling, member benefits,
ordering, products, and other areas of importance.
The survey results are summarized and recommendations are developed. An Executive Summary which includes
recommendations may be presented to senior management and the AICPA Board of Directors by the CEO for
review, as well as discussed with AICPA management at either a quarterly management meeting or at a process
leader meeting. Recommendations and follow-up action is taken on customers/members complaints and/or
suggestions.

ISO Internal Quality Review
It is AICPA policy to maintain an ISO Internal Quality Review process that evaluates the effectiveness of the quality
system and verifies compliance with the Quality Management System requirements. This involves, but is not limited
to:
•

Developing an audit plan that includes the scope, criteria, frequency, methods, and review schedule

•

Training a cross-section of AICPA staff in internal quality auditing

•

At least once a year, auditing each ISO requirement applicable to AICPA

•

Identifying any corrective and preventive actions needed

•

Summarizing findings and observations noted during the internal quality audits

•

Communicating results to process leaders and senior management as appropriate

Processes and Product
AICPA policy dictates that suitable methods are applied for monitoring and, where applicable, measurement of the
Quality Management System processes and product requirements is performed at planned intervals. These methods
demonstrate the ability of these to achieve planned results. When planned results are not achieved, correction and
corrective action is taken, as appropriate, to ensure conformity of the product or process.
Every team has developed their own process measures to manage their processes. Each team is responsible for
identifying and measuring, where applicable, quality controls, measurement of processes and characteristics of the
product or service to verify that product or service requirements have been met.
This includes, but is not limited to:

•

Incoming products

•

Design and production processes

•

Prior to customer/member shipments in order to ensure product conformity.

•

Testing of online products
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Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Conference Management (4.9.P03)

•

Human Resources Procedure (4.18.P01)

•

ISO:9001 Process Review Internal Quality Audits Procedure (4.17.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Monitoring and Measuring Customer Satisfaction
Procedure (8.2.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team -Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement (8.1.P01)

•

Printing Services Procedure (4.9.P24)

•

Professional Development- New Product Development (TX) (4.9.P40-1)

•

Professional Development- Vision and Video Products (4.9.P04)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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8.3

Control of nonconforming

It is AICPA policy to maintain the Control of Nonconforming Product Procedure (4.13.P01) to prevent the
inadvertent use of nonconforming material and/or product. Incoming materials that do not conform to specified
requirements are labeled appropriately and are segregated to prevent inadvertent use. In-process products and
finished products that fail inspection are labeled appropriately and are segregated for disposition. Products rejected
during any inspection and testing are handled according to the Control of Nonconforming Product Procedure
(4.13.P01) to ensure nonconforming product is not used inadvertently or shipped to the member.
•

Causes of the nonconformity are studied and supplier ratings are reflected in the purchasing evaluation.

•

Nonconforming products are reviewed as specified in the Control of Nonconforming Product Procedure. When
the disposition of nonconforming products has been determined, appropriate personnel are notified. The
personnel notified will be dependent on the type of product and the disposition of the product.

Disposition for nonconforming material may include reworking the material to meet requirements, scrapping the
material, returning the material to the supplier, or determining that the material is conforming and fit for use. The
disposition of nonconforming product is documented and maintained.

Repaired or reworked product is re-inspected according to the applicable Quality Management System procedures
and/or instructions to verify conformance with requirements prior to delivery to the customer.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Control of Non-conforming Products (Distribution) (4.13.P01)
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8.4

Analysis of data

Every year, since 2002, the Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team conduct an internal survey of
process owners and senior management to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the Quality Management
System. The results are encouraging; however areas for improvement may also be evident. Based on the feedback,
the results of the survey are analyzed and then actions are taken to improve the Quality Management System.

For example, in the 2004 ISO Survey process owners stressed the need for the Organizational Performance and
Effectiveness Team to focus more on ISO training issues. To fulfill this need, a monthly newsletter ‘Organizational
Excellence’ is published monthly to keep Process Leaders informed of ISO events, provide information for purposes
of training regarding the Quality Management System and other activities of the AICPA Organizational
Performance and Excellence Team. Other resource materials are posted in KNET to provide Process Leaders and
Management, and ultimately staff with important and pertinent information on ISO issues and initiatives.
For more detail, the following is a snapshot that shows the results of the 2005 Survey (Figure 13) displaying areas of
strengths and development:

2005 ISO Process Leader Survey
□ Strongly Agree ■ Disagree □ Strongly Disagree

Strategic Involvement

Statements

Systems and Process
Training

Empowerment
Vision Alignment
Continuous
Improvement

Commitment to quality

Responses

Figure 13

Though Process Leaders strongly agree that their teams are aligned with the AICPA Vision, committed to
continuous improvement and quality, the survey indicates there is an opportunity to maximize strategic involvement,
system and process training and empowerment.
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AICPA employs consultants to evaluate business processes and provide an independent perspective where needed.
Generally, a report is issued that summarizes recommendations is presented to the appropriate team and/or senior
manager. The recommendations are then reviewed for feasibility and appropriate implementation is determined.

Furthermore, AICPA management representative and Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team discuss
the effectiveness of the Quality Management System with senior management. During this past year, some of the
key areas of focus included:

•

Member Customer Service Experience

•

Customer Relationship Management systems

•

Supply Chain Metrics

•

Balanced Scorecard

•

CBT policies and procedures

•

Infobytes system

•

Executive Performance Measures

Results of the analysis are then discussed with the process owners and suggestions considered feasible are
implemented. In addition, the AICPA utilizes statistical techniques to detect and analyze process and/or product
nonconformance and product characteristics when appropriate.

Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

Exams Team Process Map (4.09.P20)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team - Monitoring and Measuring Customer Satisfaction
Procedure (8.2.P01)

•

Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team -Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement (8.1.P01)

•

Professional Ethics Hotline (4.9.P28-1)

•

Publications Development- New Product Development (TX) (4.9.P40-1)

•

Service Center Operations Order Management (4.9.P02-1)

•

Technical Information Hotline (4.9.P11)

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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8.5

Improvement

It is AICPA policy to continually improve the effectiveness of the Quality Management System through the use of
the quality policy, quality objectives, audit results, analysis of data, corrective, and preventive actions and
management review. The Organizational Performance and Effectiveness Team has defined a process for continual
improvement through it’s mission of‘maximizing opportunities’ for enhancement and effectiveness during routine
process reviews, further driving AICPA policy on continuous improvement efforts.

Effective corrective action must be documented and calls for the following corrective and preventive overview
(Figure 14):

Identifying
the problem

Gathering
and analyzing
data

Examining
the root
cause of the
problem

Putting a
plan in place
to prevent
recurrence

Evaluating
the
effectiveness
of the plan

Figure 14

Corrective and preventive actions are prioritized based on the magnitude of the problem and the potential effects on
member satisfaction and/or conformance with the Quality Management System. They include documentation of the
investigation regarding the cause of the identified nonconformance, corrective action to eliminate the cause of the
nonconformance, and the effective implementation of that corrective action.
Preventive action includes analysis of the Quality System to detect, analyze, and eliminate potential causes of
nonconformance. When the results of this analysis identify problems or potential problems, preventive action is
initiated to effectively address the problem to eliminate or reduce the risk identified. Preventive actions initiated
and/or implemented are reported to management for review.
AICPA maintains several corrective and preventive procedures that define the process used by employees, members,
and customers to report and document product, service, process, and/or procedure nonconformity’s and
opportunities for improvement. These separate procedures make it simpler to concentrate on specific areas of C&PA
and assist in the resolution of outstanding issues.

•

AICPA Corrective and Preventive Action Procedure (Internal) (4.14.P01 -02): Root cause analysis is performed
by assigned Rapid Response Team on a problem, complaint or nonconformance initiated by a AICPA team or
team member

•

SCO-Customer Task Reporting (4.14.P01-01): Corrective action requests submitted to the AICPA by members
and customers are processed in accordance with the complaints are logged into a customer tracking system. The
results are reviewed, analyzed and escalated to the appropriate person responsible for the area of expertise

•

AICPA Corrective & Preventive Action (Texas) Procedure (4.14.P01-3): Issue complaint regarding areas such
as Group Study, Professional Development and Info Bytes submitted to the AICPA by members and customers
are logged into a customer tracking system. The results are reviewed, analyzed and escalated to the appropriate
person responsible for the area of expertise

•

Vendor Assessment Procedure (4.6.P02): AICPA submits Corrective Action Requests to suppliers for
corrective action on product and service issues

Overall corrective action involves determining and correcting causing causes of undesirable situations, and is
therefore considered part of AICPA overall problem-solving activities.
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Teams with ownership of the process and related procedure:
•

AICPA Corrective & Preventive Action (Internal) Procedure (4.14.P01-02)

•

AICPA Corrective & Preventive Action (Texas) Procedure (4.14.P01-3)

•

SCO-Customer Task Reporting (External) (4.14.P01-1)

•

Vendor Assessment Procedure (4.6.P02).

Teams involved in or affected by the process/procedure:
•

All AICPA Teams (see Table 5).
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Appendix A-Glossary
Key Terms for Using ISO 9001: 2000 Standard
The following terms are useful in interpreting the Standard.
Continual Improvement: The organization shall continually improve the effectiveness of the Quality Management
System through the use of the quality policy, quality objectives, audit results, analysis of data, corrective and
preventive actions and management reviews. This generally occurs at a team level during procedural reviews, team
meetings and/or based on customer feedback.

Corrective Action: The organization shall take action to eliminate the cause of nonconformities in order to prevent
recurrence. Actions shall be appropriate to the effects of the nonconformities encountered. This generally occurs at a
team level and/or through the corrective systems established.
Customer Focus: Senior management shall ensure that customer requirements are determined and are met with the
aim of enhancing customer satisfaction. AICPA surveys are performed every quarter. The findings are reviewed at a
team level by the process leaders and at an organizational level at a quarterly management meeting. Trends are
determined and any when appropriate issues are reviewed for corrective or preventive action.

Human Resources (includes competence, awareness, training, infrastructure, and work environment): Consists of
personnel performing work-affecting product shall be competent on the basis of appropriate education, training,
skills and experience. AICPA has determined required training needs for new staff. Team AICPA uses a
Performance Management Appraisal Process (PMAP) for identifying training needs on an individual level. (Refer to
PMAP4.18.P02).
Internal Audit (Internal Quality Audit): The organization shall conduct internal audits at planned intervals to
determine whether the Quality Management System conforms to the planned arrangements. All processes are
selected for either an internal or external review periodically.

ISO: The International Organization for Standardization. The AICPA was the first professional association to
become certified in 1998.
Management Responsibility: Senior management shall review the organizations’ Quality Management System
periodically to ensure its continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness. The review should include assessing
opportunities for improvement and any changes to the Quality Management System, including the quality policy and
objectives.
Measurement, Analysis and Improvement: The organization shall plan, measure, analyze and continuously improve
the effectiveness of processes and Quality Management System. Teams are responsible for identifying key
measures.

Organization: Replaces the term supplier used in 9001:1994.
Preventive Action: The organization shall determine action to eliminate the causes of potential nonconformities in
order to prevent their occurrence. Actions shall be appropriate to the effects of the potential problems. This generally
occurs at a team level and/or through the preventive systems established.
Process: A set of interrelated resources and activities that transform input into output with the aim of adding value.
AICPA has formalized documentation of relevant functions and levels.

Product Realization: The organization shall plan, develop, test activities to the product and execute products or
services to meet customer needs.
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Quality Management System: The organization shall establish, document, implement and maintain a Quality
Management System and continually improve its effectiveness in accordance with the requirements of the Standard.
Quality Management System Manual (4.02.M01): The organization shall establish and maintain a manual that
describes the:
•

Scope of the Quality Management System, including details of and justification for any exclusion

•

Documented procedures established for the Quality Management System, or reference to them

•

Description of the interaction between the processes of the Quality Management System.

Resource Management: The organization should determine and provide resources needed to implement and
maintain the Quality Management System, continually improve it and enhance customer satisfaction by meeting
customer requirements.

Supplier: Replaces the term subcontractor used in 9001:1994.
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Revision Description

Initial Release of the Quality System Manual
4.1
Management Responsibility and Review Procedure (Page 11)
4.2
AICPA & ISO 9001 Applicability Matrix (Pages 13-15)
4.4
Design Control (Page 17)
4.5
Document & Data Control (Page 18)
4.6
Purchasing (Page 19)
4.8
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Contract Review (Page 13)
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4.14 Corrective and Preventive Action (Page 22)
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ISO Internal Quality Audits (Page 24)
Major Changes Summarized:

Added copyright page
Added sponsors page
Quality Manual split up into 5 sections
Added Section 2 - Defined ISO Scope of AICPA and Related Entities
Section 2 - Long-Term Goals and Objectives Mapped to Progress
Section 4 - Conforming Changes to Reflect Team Name Changes etc.
Added Section 5 - Process Leaders and Internal Quality Auditors (list)
Major Changes Summarized:
Preface - New
Section 1.3 - Revised to include specific staff functions
Section 2.3 - (New) Quality Planning & Quality Objectives
Section 2.4 - (New) Quality Measures
Section 3.3 - (New) Glossary of Key Terms
Section 3.4 - (New) Overview Between ISO 9001 : 1994/2000
Section 3.5 - (New) AICPA Road Map
Section 4 - Revised based on Team and Procedure Names
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Revision
I

Revision Description
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3/28/2003
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Major Changes Summarized:
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
AICPA Policy to Adopt a Quality Management System
Methodology and Benefits of Implementation
Chapter 2 - Overview of AICPA
Membership Data
Chapter 3 - Compliance Requirements and Interpretations
Compliance Requirements
Interpretations
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Quality Management System
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Management Responsibility and Review Procedure
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Resource Management
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Product Realization
8.0
Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement
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Chapter I - Introduction
1.2
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4/9/2004
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4/1/2005

AICPA Transition Date to New ISO 9001:2000 Standard

Reference to ISO:9001:1994
Chapter 1
Updated - Overview of AICPA Processes Diagram
New - Certificate of Approval
Chapter 2
Updated - Membership Data
Chapter 3
Updated - AICPA Strategic Themes
Addition - Quality Planning Diagram
Chapter 4
Updated - Documentation Structure
Updated - (Section 8.4) Analysis of Data
Manual
The Member Satisfaction team is now known as the Service Center Operations.
■ Cover - redesigned based on concept of “Maximizing Opportunity’
■ Throughout updated:
o
New team name Organizational Performance & Effectiveness (O P&E)
o
Date change from 4/1/04 to 2/1/05
o
Validate procedure numbers and names
Chapter 1
o
Removed AICPA Entities
o
Replaced March 2003 with April 2004 certificate.
o
Revised AICPA major projects
o
Updated description of Process Management techniques
Chapter 2
o
Updated membership data
Chapter 3
o
Updated Strategic Framework
o
Updated Quality Objectives and Measures
o
Added (NEW) O P&E Mission
Chapter 4
o
Updated ISO Matrix
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Updated Management Responsibility and Review Process Flow.
Updated element 7.2 to include Monitoring and Measuring Customer
Satisfaction Procedure 8.2.P01
Updated element 8.2 to include Customer Service, Internal Audits and
Process/Products
Updated element 8.4 to include AICPA major projects, O P&E training
initiatives and ISO Process Leader survey results
Updated element 8.5 to include corrective and preventive overview
figure
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